Wake Enhancement Devices

NO boat will be registered or allowed on the lake that utilizes a wake enhancing device.
A wake enhancing device is any device that increases the wake of a boat beyond that
caused by the movement of the boat through the water. Any such device on a boat
currently registered that has such a device must disabled.
We require disabling procedures and staff inspection be performed on boats with wake
enhancement devices before they can be operated on the lake. (See attached form)
BOATS WITH BUILT-IN BALLAST SYSTEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Remove fuses that control system.
Plug intake hoses with flat plugs under hull.
Remove impellers that fill the systems.
Remove hoses to ballast tanks and plug the inlets.
Disconnect any wires to fill systems (at the switches and at the pump).
Remove dashboard switches and replace with blanks.

Owners of boats retrofit with water bladders such as "Fat Sacks" must have the water
bladders removed. Passive wake enhancement is also not allowed. The most common
passive devices are cement blocks, sand bags or free weights. Lead plating is another
form of passive device. You can use any boat mechanic to make the changes as long
as the technician signs the LLA Wake Enhancement Device Certification and
Agreement confirming the changes were made following our guidelines. All work
performed on the boat must be listed on the Agreement. You cannot certify your own
boat. If you are caught using water bladders, passive wake enhancing devices, or any
other wake enhancing devices, your boat will be subject to removal from the Lake for
twelve months, no exceptions. We do not want to ticket any neighbor so we ask for your
support as we try and balance the needs of all members.
BOATS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED AS WAKE ENHANCING DEVICES
Manufacturers are designing boats smaller than 21 feet to produce massive wakes. No
boat designed to produce these large wakes will be licensed on our lake. The hull
design characteristics and description the boat manufacturer uses to market the boat
will determine whether a boat fits into this category. Please check with our staff before
purchasing your boat to ensure we will be able to license it.

WAKE ENHANCEMENT DEVICE CERTIFICATION AND AGREEMENT
Whereas: The undersigned hereby certifies and agrees that I am the
owner of the following boat:
Year: ______ Make: ___________ Model: __________ Sticker # _______
Whereas: The LLA Rules and Regulations states: “The installation of or
deployment of any device to increase wake size is prohibited”.
Whereas: The undersigned hereby certifies and agrees that the above
boat is not allowed on the lake under the above rule because it is a boat
that possesses one or more wake enhancing devices or, due to its design,
is a wake enhancing device.
NOW THEREFORE, in order to induce the LLA to allow the above boat
onto the lake, I have made the warranties, representations and agreements
which are set forth below:
1. I warrant and represent that the wake enhancing aspects of the above
boat consist of the following (and nothing else):
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
I warrant and represent that an LLA approved Certified Technician
(signature required) has removed or permanently disabled all wake
enhancing aspects of the above boat by doing the following:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
Certified Technician Signature: ________________________ Date: _____________

Wake Enhancement Device Certification and Agreement (Page 2)

2. I agree that the wake enhancing aspects of the boat referenced above
has been inspected by the Association and will remain disabled as
described above at all times when the boat is on the lake without exception
or excuse.
3. I further agree that should the boat cease to conform to the foregoing at
any time for any reason, the boat must be immediately removed from the
lake for a period of not less than one year and will not under any
circumstances be allowed back on the lake during the removal period.
4. Further, I understand that in addition to other possible sanctions, lake
use privileges will be revoked for me and the cited driver for a period of not
less than one year in the event any warranty, representation, or agreement
made by me herein is violated in any manner.
5. I agree to, upon request by water patrol, allow immediate boarding and
inspection of my boat for the purpose of verifying my continued compliance
with the terms of this agreement.
Association Member:
Print Name: ___________________________ Lot and Block: ________
Signature: ____________________________ Date: _______________

LLA Representative:
By: __________________________________ Date: _______________

